The Dynamic Evolution Mechanism of Heterogeneous OWOM—An Improved Viral Marketing Model
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Abstract: The negative impact of brand negative online word-of-mouth (OWOM) on social images in social media is far greater than the promotion of positive OWOM. Thus, how to optimize brand image by improving the positive OWOM effect and slowing the negative OWOM communication has turned into an urgent problem for brand enterprises. On this basis, we analyze the evolution process of the OWOM communication group of the social media brand network based on the SOR (stimulus-organism-response) theory of psychology. Through constructing the heterogeneous brand OWOM communication dynamic model and conducting the multi-agent-based simulation experiment, the dynamic visualization of brand OWOM communication effect combined the thinking model of viral marketing is realized. Experiments show that the ability of brand communicators to persuade has a direct impact on the persistence and breadth of brand communication. When the acceptance of the consumer market is high, the negative OWOM of the brand has a relatively huge impact on consumers.
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1. Introduction

Technological development and business model innovation have spawned an experience economy centered on the individual needs of customers. In an experience economy environment, brand companies concentrate on achieving customer satisfaction by creating a sound consumer experience. As a consumer’s comprehensive evaluation of brand experience, word-of-mouth (WOM) is the most direct feedback on the consumer experience, and provides a reference for the consumer to make purchase decision [1]. The OWOM communication in the traditional sense is limited by the region, means, time, and local social relations. In this case, a bad consumer experience can hardly form a scale through OWOM communication, which has attracted the attention of brand enterprises. The rapid development of the mobile Internet has reduced the social cost of consumers, which has also contributed to social media featured with a large user base and convenient information sharing. In the era of social media, consumers are no longer willing to be passive “recipients” of brand advertisements, and instead, they spontaneously transform into active “spreaders” of brand information [2]. Then, online word-of-mouth (OWOM) communication has emerged as the times require, gradually becoming the most convenient channel for consumers to obtain brand information [3]. To a great extent, OWOM affects consumers’ perceptions of brands and purchase decisions. Compared with brand information provided by the manufacturer, consumers generally believe that
brand evaluation information given by other users has higher credibility and reference value [4]. Additionally, the comparative study of OWOM influence also shows that OWOM is heterogeneous. Negative OWOM has a much weaker effect on consumer purchasing behavior than positive OWOM [5]. Compared with positive OWOM, consumers in social media are more dependent on negative OWOM, which spreads wider [6,7]. Besides, negative comments about brands can even evolve into high-profile public opinion hotspots through consumer debates [8,9]. Consequently, it directly reduces consumers’ willingness to purchase the corresponding products, and even undermines the corporate brand image [10].

Therefore, brand companies pay more attention to the brand’s OWOM, especially the negative impact of negative OWOM on brand image. However, in this process, it is generally confused with the following questions: How to improve brand image by increasing the brand’s positive OWOM? How to reduce the negative impact of brand negative OWOM? How to develop a brand marketing strategy to achieve the optimization of brand OWOM communication effect?

Confronted with the above-mentioned real problems, some instructive research using the viral marketing model and its evolution model results have been obtained. In traditional research on brand communication, brand OWOM information is defined as a positive brand reputation by default [11], and the distinction between OWOM information attributes is not considered, while negative OWOM is also ignored. Thus, the weakening effect of purchasing behavior appears.

In view of the practical problems that brand enterprises face and the shortcomings of existing research, this study focuses on the dynamic evolution mechanism of heterogeneous OWOM based on an improved viral marketing model. The second section reviews the literature on enterprise brand OWOM communication and viral marketing modeling in brief. The following section analyzes the psychological process of individual OWOM communication in different brands. The further section explores an evolution mechanism of the social media consumer brand OWOM communication group for constructing a dynamic model concerning heterogeneous OWOM communication of social media brands with positive and negative OWOM as a double-infected virus in Section 4. Six types of scenarios and 28 sets of sub-experiments are listed in Section 5 and, finally, the results are discussed.

Compared to current research with a single positive OWOM based on the traditional epidemic diseases model (e.g., SI, SIR, SEIR, etc.), this study aims to reflect the dynamics of a brand’s heterogeneous OWOM effect in social media to some extent through multi-group multi-agent-based behavior simulation experiments. The evolution law provides a more practical reference for the development of brand network social network brand promotion strategy.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Enterprise Brand OWOM Communication

The existing research has formed a certain research accumulation around the “motivation (cause)-propagation process (passing)-propagation effect (result) of OWOM.” Among them, the research hotspots of the dissemination process mostly focus on the communication mode and mechanism [12], the public opinion monitoring and data mining of OWOM communication [13], and the re-distribution of brand OWOM [14], especially in the positive and negative OWOM communication issues. Regarding research methods, the research methods of OWOM communication show diversity when system dynamics [15], social network analysis [16], agent-based modeling and simulation [17,18], and viral marketing [4,19] are included. Among them, SIR and its improved model are in line with the characteristics of brand OWOM communication users, OWOM communication, and the wider range, which are also featured with excellent applicability in brand OWOM communication research [16,20].

2.2. Viral Marketing Modeling

Scholars have carried out a lot of research and exploration on the theory and application of viral marketing, such as the implementation of the framework construction, model design and algorithm
optimization [21–23], the spread mechanism of viral information [24–26], the social activities based on the network platform [27–29], and the simulation experiments [30,31]. Successful viral marketing research cases have greatly expanded the application scenarios in this field. Companies and even public institutions have focused more on this effective marketing mode, such as telecom companies, insurance companies, the medical industry, the food industry, the automobile industry, libraries, etc. [23,32–35]. Back to the research on viral marketing modeling, the mechanism of virus diffusion [25], the transmission mode of virus marketing in the complex network environment [30], and the new transmission framework [36] using incremental clustering have been proposed in recent years.

According to previous research, it can be found that current viral marketing is still in the practice and academic exploration stage. Most of the research work still focuses on single-factor analysis and theoretical interpretation. The heterogeneous OWOM model for brand enterprise viral marketing in the mobile Internet environment has not appeared.

3. Conceptual Model

3.1. Social Media Brand Heterogeneous OWOM Spread Individual Behavior Motivation

The consumer behavior concerning participation in brand OWOM communication in social media depends on consumers’ perceptions and attitudes toward brands through social interaction, which is their external response to brand perception [37]. Social media provides consumers with an environment to comprehend the brand, and online interaction between consumers helps the brand’s channels be deeply understood. In terms of individual consumers, the process of understanding the brand, perceiving it, and spreading the brand’s reputation is that of the consumer’s inner psychological activity, which is the process of generating cognitive, emotional, and physical reactions in line with external stimuli [38].

In the field of psychology research, to explore the relationship between environment and body behavior, Mehrabian and Russell first proposed the stimulus–organism–response (SOR) model in 1974, assuming that the external environment can affect the individual’s cognitive and emotional responses to alter the individual’s behavioral intentions [39]. Since then, numerous scholars have extended the theory to network brand marketing related fields to probe the relationship among network environment, the social network, brand OWOM, and user behavior [40].

In social media, the dynamic process of consumer-to-brand OWOM communication can be perceived as a psychological process in which consumers are stimulated by external information—organism perception—to take action [41,42]. In this regard, the present study defines the interpersonal interaction around brand OWOM on social media as the stimulus factor of consumers. Furthermore, consumers’ perception of brand and brand satisfaction is the organism factor. The willingness of brand OWOM communication is a response factor; the social media consumer brand OWOM spread SOR model is built (Figure 1).

The initial state of social media includes various forms of brand OWOM communication participants. Through the interpersonal interaction in social media, brand OWOM participants will form an individual brand awareness after receiving brand reputation information and developing certain brand consciousness. Then, this psychological judgment of corresponding brand satisfaction can be employed as the basis for brand communication, thus changing their behavior and turning them into a new form of brand OWOM communication participants. When the advertising willingness of all individuals in the group disappears with time, the group’s popularity of brand OWOM communication is exhausted. As a result, the group will no longer use the brand as a topic to generate interpersonal interaction, and those participants all evolve into brands. At that time, the brand’s OWOM communication activities will be terminated.
Figure 1. Social media consumer brand online word-of-mouth (OWOM) communication stimulus–organism–response (SOR) model.

3.2. The Evolution Mechanism of the Brand Heterogeneous OWOM Communication Group in Social Media

As the carrier of brand OWOM communication, social media can be abstractly defined as a network space containing a limited user group. Users can browse brand OWOM information published by other users on the social network platform for the sake of brand understanding. OWOM communicators use information transfer activities, such as posting, forwarding, and commenting, to spread their evaluation of the brand.

According to the social media consumer OWOM communication model (Figure 1, this picture is produced by authors), individual consumers have various choices for brand cognition, satisfaction, and willingness to spread. Therefore, brand communication participants are in light of their acceptance of brand information. The satisfaction of the brand and the participation of the brand OWOM communication process play a role in choosing the brand OWOM delivery strategy. This study abstracts this dynamic process into the evolution mechanism of the brand OWOM communication group (Figure 2, this picture is produced by authors).

Figure 2. Evolutionary mechanism of the brand heterogeneous OWOM communication group in social media.
To describe the communication effect of positive and negative brand evaluation in social media, a dynamic model of brand heterogeneous OWOM communication, including five types of OWOM communication groups, is constructed. Social media users can decide whether to meet consumers in accordance with their acceptance of brand information. After the exchange of the information, the user will enhance his or her satisfaction with the brand in light of the perception of the brand information. Thus, his or her participation in brand communication activities will be determined to achieve continuous changes to the strategy held. According to their brand OWOM communication strategies, groups can be split into five categories: brand advocators, brand protesters, potential consumers, brand observers, and people named “brand immunized” immune to the brand.

As brand OWOM communication groups, brand advocators and brand protesters disseminate both positive and negative brand OWOM information. Satisfaction and OWOM communication are u-shaped [1]. It means that when there are high satisfaction and dissatisfaction, OWOM communication has the highest willingness. Thus, brand advocators are highly satisfied with the brand, and brand-responsive show extreme discontent. Because the customer satisfaction of brand advocators and brand protesters tends to be extreme, the evaluation of the opposite attitude has a high degree of neglect, avoidance, and willingness to resist [38]. It is challenging to change this situation via customer communication, since consumers normally will insist on their perception of the brand despite other people’s evaluation. Therefore, this study defines brand OWOM information disseminated by other groups that does not affect brand advocators and brand resistance. In the process of brand OWOM communication, if the outside world does not give continual stimulation, brand advocators and protesters often lose their enthusiasm over time, and get tired of constantly swearing or smashing in social media. Eventually, they will no longer spread brand information, and then turn into a brand observer, or even a person immune to the brand.

Potential consumers, brand observers, and people immune to the brand are the receiving groups of brand reputation in social media, and do not conduct spontaneous OWOM communication activities. Since potential consumers do not get to know any brand information, they do not understand it and their brand satisfaction is 0. After accepting the positive and negative brand reputation, they will change to the corresponding brand OWOM communication group in line with their brand satisfaction. Brand observers have been exposed to brand information and are in a low satisfaction curve. Generally, they are satisfied, but still hold a wait-and-see attitude toward the brand and are interested in further receiving more relevant information. In terms of potential consumers and observers, after receipt of brand reputation information on social media, it is easier to change their attitude toward the brand due to their high acceptance of brand information. “Brand immunized” may refer to the netizens who mistakenly clicked in and reject all brand information. It may also be those people who do not show interest in continuing to accept information after contacting the brand data. It is the information insulation in the group, and those netizens neither spread nor receive information. “Brand immunized” are immune to all brand information; that is, positive and negative brand reputation cannot change the acceptance of information by people who are immune to the brand.

4. Model Setup

4.1. The Brand Heterogeneous OWOM Communication Model in Social Media

The SIR model and its improved model have been extensively used in the fields of public opinion, risk, and emergencies [43]. The spread of brand OWOM in social media is the dissemination of information between disparate subjects, satisfying the basic assumptions of the virus propagation model. Subject behavior is consistent with the random walk hypothesis. However, the conventional SIR-based information dissemination model merely contains three sorts of information transmission subjects. The information has no heterogeneity, which fails to describe the influence of positive and negative brand OWOM on social media in brand communication. In addition, the model does not involve the transformation of the information transmitter itself. The current work aims to
describe the dissemination effect of heterogeneous brand OWOM of social media. Hence, the SIR model with universal application and strong applicability in the research of network information communication dynamics is taken as the prototype. Brand positive and negative OWOM is deemed as two types of infectious viruses: $I^+$ and $I^-$. Based on the mechanism of brand heterogeneous OWOM communication in social media, a dual-virus infection model composed of five kinds of brand-based OWOM communication subjects, including brand advocators, brand protester, potential consumer, brand observer, and brand immunized, was constructed. The mechanism of brand OWOM system dynamics propagation is shown in Figure 3.

The social media brand OWOM communication group state transfer equation is listed below:

$$S(t) \rightarrow M(t) + S(t) + E(t) + I^+(t) + I^-(t)$$

(1)

Initially, the brand potential user group turns into OWOM communication participants of different brands at time $t$, among which $S(t)$ brand potential users are not exposed to brand OWOM information.

Based on the nature of change, the variation of brand OWOM communication participation in user groups can be segmented into two categories: encountering change and self-change (As Table 1). Encountering change is owed to the state transition arising from the encounter of two types of OWOM communication subjects. The self-change is the state transition caused by the enthusiasm or patience of participants themselves toward the brand activity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Change When Encounter with Positive OWOM</th>
<th>Change When Encounter with Negative OWOM</th>
<th>Self-Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>$S(i) + I^+(j) \xrightarrow{\beta_{S+}} I^+(i) + I^+(j)$</td>
<td>$S(i) + I^-(j) \xrightarrow{\beta_{S-}} I^-(i) + I^-(j)$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S(i) + I^+(j) \xrightarrow{\alpha_{S+}} M(i) + I^+(j)$</td>
<td>$S(i) + I^-(j) \xrightarrow{\alpha_{S-}} M(i) + I^-(j)$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S(i) + I^+(j) \xrightarrow{\gamma_{S+}} E(i) + I^+(j)$</td>
<td>$S(i) + I^-(j) \xrightarrow{\gamma_{S-}} E(i) + I^-(j)$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$M(i) + I^+(j) \xrightarrow{\beta_M} I^+(i) + I^+(j)$</td>
<td>$M(i) + I^-(j) \xrightarrow{\beta_M} I^-(i) + I^-(j)$</td>
<td>$M(i) \xrightarrow{\gamma} E(i)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I^+$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$I^+(i) \xrightarrow{\gamma} M(i)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I^-$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$I^-(i) \xrightarrow{\gamma} M(i)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. The brand heterogeneous OWOM virus infection model in social media.
Suppose that the total number of users who select each propagation strategy within social media at time $t$ is $N$, and then:

$$N = S(t) + I^+(t) + I^-(t) + M(t) + E(t), \quad (2)$$

The individual densities of disparate users are:

$$s(t) = \frac{S(t)}{N}, \quad (3)$$
$$i(t) = \frac{I^+(t)}{N}, \quad (4)$$
$$\tilde{i}(t) = \frac{I^-(t)}{N}, \quad (5)$$
$$m(t) = \frac{M(t)}{N}, \quad (6)$$
$$e(t) = \frac{E(t)}{N}, \quad (7)$$

Then, there are:

$$s(t) + i(t) + \tilde{i}(t) + m(t) + e(t) = 1, \quad (8)$$

The system dynamics differential equation is:

$$\frac{ds(t)}{dt} = -\beta_5 s(t)i(t) - \alpha_5 s(t)i(t) - \gamma_5 s(t)i(t) - \beta_5 s(t)\tilde{i}(t) - \alpha_5 s(t)\tilde{i}(t) - \gamma_5 s(t)\tilde{i}(t)$$
$$\frac{di(t)}{dt} = -\varepsilon_4 i(t) + \beta_4 s(t)i(t) + \beta_4 m(t)i(t)$$
$$\frac{dm(t)}{dt} = \varepsilon_4 i(t) - \beta_4 m(t)i(t) + \alpha_4 s(t)i(t) - \varepsilon_4 m(t) + \beta_4 s(t)\tilde{i}(t) - \beta_4 m(t)\tilde{i}(t)$$
$$\frac{de(t)}{dt} = \varepsilon_4 m(t) + \varepsilon_4 \tilde{i}(t) + \gamma_4 s(t)i(t) + \gamma_4 s(t)\tilde{i}(t)$$
$$\frac{d\tilde{i}(t)}{dt} = -\varepsilon_4 \tilde{i}(t) + \beta_4 m(t)\tilde{i}(t) + \beta_4 s(t)\tilde{i}(t) \quad (9)$$

4.2. Evolutionary Relationship Parameters Setup

From the differential equation, it is evident that the evolutionary relationship parameters are variables that must be fully considered in the calculation experiment. The above-mentioned parameters are about different brands of OWOM communication groups to the brand’s communication effect in the whole social network. For the sake of discussion, they are divided into the following four categories in accordance with the connotation of the conversion relationship parameters (as Table 2):

(1) The acceptance index

From the perspective of OWOM communicators, this index represents their persuasive ability; from the angle of information receivers, it denotes their acceptance, perception, and recognition of OWOM.

(2) The wait-and-see index

This index represents the ability of OWOM recipients to digest information. When the brand information conveyed by the OWOM communicator satisfies the psychological expectations of potential consumers, and produces a sense of identity and empathy for the brand in those customers, the potential consumer is transformed into an OWOM messenger. OWOM spreads the information to potential consumers, which helps them further understand the brand’s interest. Nevertheless, when it does not gain recognition and empathy, consumers often hesitate and intend to receive more OWOM information about the brand in social media. This will deepen their understanding of the brand.
(3) The immune index

Responsibility of OWOM recipients (potential consumers and brand observers) on brand OWOM is inversely proportional to the acceptance factor. Thus, the higher the reception coefficient, the lower the immune coefficient.

(4) The recessionary index

This index denotes the degree of decline in OWOM communication enthusiasm. The greater the recessionary index, the faster the reputation of the OWOM communicator continues to spread the brand’s OWOM information. For brand observers, the recessionary coefficient represents their patience with the acceptance of brand OWOM information. When the recessionary coefficient is larger, brand observers will be more inclined to lose patience and become immune to the brand. As a consequence, they will cease to receive any brand information.

Table 2. Evolutionary relationship parameters of the brand OWOM communication group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance index β</td>
<td>$\beta_{S^+}$</td>
<td>Potential customer acceptance of positive OWOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta_{S^-}$</td>
<td>Potential customer acceptance of negative OWOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta_{M^+}$</td>
<td>Brand observers’ acceptance of positive OWOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta_{M^-}$</td>
<td>Brand observers’ acceptance of negative OWOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wait-and-see index α</td>
<td>$\alpha_{S^+}$</td>
<td>Potential customers’ view of positive OWOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha_{S^-}$</td>
<td>Potential customers’ view of negative OWOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immune index γ</td>
<td>$\gamma_{S^+}$</td>
<td>Potential customers’ immunity to positive OWOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\gamma_{S^-}$</td>
<td>Potential customers’ immunity to negative OWOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recessionary index ε</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_I$</td>
<td>Brand advocators’ enthusiasm for brand promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\varepsilon_T$</td>
<td>Brand protesters deterring the brand’s enthusiasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\varepsilon_M$</td>
<td>Brand observers’ attention to the brand’s patience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Simulation and Results

In the computational simulation, the Netlogo platform of the multi-agent-based modeling environment is selected. Netlogo is a programmable modeling environment used to simulate natural and social phenomena. It was created by Wilensy in 1999 and was developed by The Center for Connected Learning and Computer-Based Modeling, Northwestern University to date. Netlogo can control tens of thousands of individuals in parallel in modeling. It can well simulate the behaviors of micro individuals and the emergence of the macro phenomenon and reveal the relationship between them. It is suitable for simulating the behavior of complex systems.

The applicability of the platform has been verified in existing research on public opinion communication and network marketing. Different from the previous viral marketing model simulation studies, the consumer is assumed to be a static network node. This study is to describe the interactive communication behavior of social media users without restriction, and gives the simulation subject random walk attributes, that is, the agent moves randomly in the network space.

We chose the brand enterprises in the growth stage as the experimental objects. The growing brand enterprises have certain brand awareness and potential consumers, which is the most prosperous period for OWOM communication. However, consumers have a higher forgetting rate for the received information about growing brand enterprises [16]. Content research on Chinese Weibo users shows that 94% of Weibo’s content is created by 5% of users, but its content is transmitted by other users [44]. Based on the investigation and survey data of Chinese Weibo [16], the positive and negative OWOM communicators in the model simulation are set as $I^+(t_0)$ versus $I^-(t_0)$. The number of users $N(t_0)$ 5% and the relevant parameters of the corresponding group evolution relationship are set as Table 3.
We set up six groups of simulation experiments to explore the influence of evolutionary relationship parameters’ change on brand OWOM communication. In order to eliminate randomness, the result of each simulation experiment for 10 times kept the same shall prevail.

Table 3. Experimental parameter setting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$S(t_0)$</th>
<th>$I^*(t_0)$</th>
<th>$I^-(t_0)$</th>
<th>$M(t_0)$</th>
<th>$E(t_0)$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$\epsilon$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Setting</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>(0,0.4)</td>
<td>(0,0.5)</td>
<td>(0.3,0.7)</td>
<td>(0.2,0.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1. Accepting the Impact of Index Changes on Brand Communication

5.1.1. Experiment 1: Consumers’ Acceptance of Positive Brand OWOM

Adjust potential consumers’ acceptance index of positive OWOM information by experiments $\beta_{S^+}$ (as shown in Table 4). Then, the variation of parameters, such as the number of positive and negative OWOM communication and the duration of the OWOM effect influence, can be obtained. The experimental results are shown in Figure 4.

Table 4. Simulation Experiment 1 parameter setting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive OWOM Acceptance Index</th>
<th>Negative OWOM Acceptance Index</th>
<th>Wait-and-See Index</th>
<th>Immune Index</th>
<th>Recessionary Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{S^+}$</td>
<td>$\beta_{M^+}$</td>
<td>$\beta_{S^-}$</td>
<td>$\beta_{M^-}$</td>
<td>$\alpha_S^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4a signifies that positive brand-of-mouth information is gradually accepted by potential consumers, that is, the persuasive ability of brand advocates is improved bit by bit. In the whole cycle of brand OWOM communication, the number of brand advocates increased as a whole during the brand communication cycle, and the individual maximum increased remarkably; the number of brand resistance decreased overall.

It can be seen from Figure 4b that the persistence of the brand’s positive OWOM effect increases with the rise in the level of positive OWOM received by potential consumers, that is, it will go up as the persuasive ability of brand advocates increases. With respect to the influence of the negative OWOM effect, the durability is reduced as the persuasive ability of brand advocates increases.

From OWOM recipients, the experimental results show that the increasing acceptance of positive OWOM information by potential consumers reinforces the spread of positive OWOM, but has a specific inhibitory effect on the spread of negative OWOM. For OWOM communicators, brand advocates with strong communication ability can not only promote the brand but also reduce the spread of brand negative OWOM. Besides, they enhance the brand in social media from both positive and negative aspects. Images are listed below:
with the rising degree of negative OWOM received by potential consumers. In other words, the spread of positive OWOM to a certain extent. As for OWOM communicators, they believe that brand-responders with strong communication ability can reduce brand image, its positive OWOM communication, and positive brand promotion efficiency. Moreover, the brand, in social aspects, will be damaged from both positive and negative aspects. The image in the media is as follows.

5.1.2. Experiment 2: Consumers’ Acceptance of Negative Brand OWOM

Adjust the acceptance index of negative OWOM information by potential consumers via experiments $\beta_\text{S-}$ (as shown in Table 5). The changes in parameters, such as the number of positive and negative OWOM communication and the persistent period of influence of the OWOM effect, can be acquired. The experimental results are shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 4](image.png)

**Figure 4.** OWOM communication effect when the positive OWOM acceptance index is different. (a) The individual number of brand advocators and protesters; (b) the existence time of positive and negative OWOM.

![Figure 5](image.png)

**Table 5.** Simulation Experiment 2 parameter setting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive OWOM Acceptance Index</th>
<th>Negative OWOM Acceptance Index</th>
<th>Wait-and-See Index</th>
<th>Immune Index</th>
<th>Recessionary Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_\text{S+}$</td>
<td>$\beta_\text{M+}$</td>
<td>$\beta_\text{S-}$</td>
<td>$\beta_\text{M-}$</td>
<td>$\alpha_\text{S+}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 5a, it is obvious that potential consumers’ increasing acceptance of negative OWOM information reflects the growth of the brand persuader’s persuasive ability. In the brand OWOM communication cycle, the number of brand protesters is increasing and the individual maximums are experiencing a leap forward, while the number of brand advocators is decreasing on the whole. Furthermore, the stronger the persuasion of brand resistance, the more obvious the number of brand advocators is weakened.

From Figure 5b, we can see that the persistence of the negative OWOM effect influence increases with the rising degree of negative OWOM received by potential consumers. In other words, as the persuasion ability of brand resistance increases, the influence persistence of positive OWOM effect lessens.

In the eyes of OWOM recipients, the increasing acceptance of brand negative OWOM information by potential consumers has a strengthening effect on the spread of brand negative OWOM, but restrains the spread of positive OWOM to a certain extent. As for OWOM communicators, they believe that brand-responders with strong communication ability can reduce brand image, its positive OWOM communication, and positive brand promotion efficiency. Moreover, the brand, in social aspects, will be damaged from both positive and negative aspects. The image in the media is as follows.
Moreover, the brand, in social aspects, will be damaged from both positive and negative aspects. The image in the media is as follows.

Figure 5. OWOM communication effect when the negative OWOM acceptance index is different. (a) The individual number of brand advocates and protesters; (b) the existence time of positive and negative OWOM.

5.2. Impact of Changes in the Immune Index on Brand Communication

Experiment 3: Consumers’ Immunity to the Positive and Negative Brand OWOM

After adjustment of the potential consumer’s immune index to the positive and negative brand OWOM through experiments $\gamma S^+, \gamma S^-$ (as shown in Table 6), the changes in parameters like the positive and negative OWOM communication number and the duration of the influence of the OWOM effect can be obtained. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive OWOM Acceptance Index</th>
<th>Negative OWOM Acceptance Index</th>
<th>Wait-and-See Index</th>
<th>Immune Index</th>
<th>Recessionary Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta S^+$</td>
<td>$\beta M^+$</td>
<td>$\alpha S^+$</td>
<td>$\gamma S^+$</td>
<td>$\epsilon I$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta S^-$</td>
<td>$\beta M^-$</td>
<td>$\alpha S^-$</td>
<td>$\gamma S^-$</td>
<td>$\epsilon M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 6a, the potential immunity of the potential consumers to the positive and negative brand OWOM is identical. When the immunity becomes lower, the peak number of brand-responders and brand advocates is larger (the peak number of brand-responders is usually larger than that of brand advocates). Figure 6b shows that with the year-on-year alteration of potential consumer’s immunity to the positive and negative brand OWOM, the persistence of the positive and negative OWOM effect does not eminently vary in accordance with the law.
It is observed from Figure 6c,d that only if potential consumers are immune to negative brand OWOM, there is no change in the number of brand advocates and protesters, and the persistence of positive and negative OWOM effects is also unvaried. It clearly conforms to the changes in the law.

From Figure 6e,f, only when the potential consumer’s immunity to positive brand OWOM is gradually reduced, can the number of brand advocates at the peak increase, while the number of brand protesters and the persistence of positive and negative OWOM effects have no apparent and regular change.

The experimental results show that when the potential consumers have the same immunizing power to the positive and negative brand OWOM, the negative OWOM spreads more widely than the positive one, signifying that the brand OWOM communication is more affected by negative OWOM. When potential consumers have different immunity to positive and negative OWOM, consumers’ positive immunity to positive OWOM and the coverage of the brand’s positive OWOM communication are correspondingly reduced. Furthermore, the breadth of the brand’s negative OWOM spread is partly improved, but the degree of influence is still weak.

Figure 6. Cont.
5.3. Impact of Changes in the Recessionary Index on Brand OWOM Communication

5.3.1. Experiment 4: Changes in the Spread of Brand Advocators

In terms of the brand advocates’ recessionary index, make an adjustment through experiments $\epsilon_I$ (as shown in Table 7). Parametric variation, such as the positive and negative OWOM communication amount and the duration of the influence of the OWOM effect, can be obtained. The experimental results are shown in Figure 7.

Table 7. Simulation Experiment 4 parameter setting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive OWOM Acceptance Index</th>
<th>Negative OWOM Acceptance Index</th>
<th>Wait-and-See Index</th>
<th>Immune Index</th>
<th>Recessionary Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta^+_{S}$</td>
<td>$\beta^+_{M}$</td>
<td>$\beta^-_{S}$</td>
<td>$\beta^-_{M}$</td>
<td>$\alpha^+_{S}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 7a, as the brand advocates’ recessionary index increases, the brand advocates’ enthusiasm for positive OWOM communication decreases steadily, the number of brand advocates drops significantly during the brand communication cycle, and the group peaks. The rate of descent has increased dramatically. In addition, the number of brand protesters did not markedly fluctuate in line with the law.

As illustrated in Figure 7b, the persistence of the influence of the positive OWOM effect decreases with the increase of the brand advocate’s recessionary index. Nevertheless, the persistence of the impact of the negative one has no visible regular changes.

The experimental results show that the increase of brand advocates’ recessionary index has suppressed the brand’s positive OWOM transmission, and will accelerate the decay rate of brand advocates. However, there is no eminent influence on the brand’s negative OWOM transmission.
The decline of brand advocators has weakened the brand’s positive OWOM spread, reducing its positive brand promotion efficiency. In contrast, it does not affect the long-term spread of negative OWOM.

5.3.2. Experiment 5: Changes in the Recession of Brand Protesters

Adjust the brand protesters’ recessionary index via the experimentation $\epsilon_I$ (as shown in Table 8), and we can get the changes in parameters, such as the number of positive and negative OWOM communication and the duration of the influence of the OWOM effect. The experimental results are illustrated in Figure 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive OWOM Acceptance Index</th>
<th>Negative OWOM Acceptance Index</th>
<th>Wait-and-See Index</th>
<th>Immune Index</th>
<th>Recessionary Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta^+_S$</td>
<td>$\beta^+_M$</td>
<td>$\beta^-_S$</td>
<td>$\beta^-_M$</td>
<td>$\alpha^+_S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 8a, with the increase of the brand protesters’ recessionary index, the level of popularity about negative resistance of brand protesters is gradually decreasing, and its quantity is apt to lessen in the brand communication cycle, but the trend is not obvious. Moreover, the change in the number of brand advocators is unapparent.

As shown in Figure 8b, the persistence of the influence of the negative OWOM effect distinctly diminishes with the increase of the brand recessionary index, while the persistence of the positive one has no prominent regular changes.

The experimental results show that the increase of brand resistance index and the declining index simply exerts a certain inhibitory influence on the spread of brand negative OWOM and the durability of brand negative OWOM effect, but has no conspicuous influence on the brand’s positive OWOM communication.
Results are shown in Figure 9. The experimental results display that the long-range patience of the brand’s wait-and-see attitude does not impact the spread of brand OWOM regularly.

5.3.3. Experiment 6: Changes in the Recession of Brand Observers

By adjusting the brand observers’ recessionary index through experimentation $\varepsilon_M$ (as shown in Table 9), the variation in parameters, such as the number of positive and negative OWOM communication and the duration of the influence of the OWOM effect, can be obtained. The experimental results are shown in Figure 9.

Table 9. Simulation Experiment 6 parameter setting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive OWOM Acceptance Index</th>
<th>Negative OWOM Acceptance Index</th>
<th>Wait-and-See Index</th>
<th>Immune Index</th>
<th>Recessionary Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_S^+$</td>
<td>$\beta_M^+$</td>
<td>$\beta_S^-$</td>
<td>$\beta_M^-$</td>
<td>$\alpha_S^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Brand OWOM communication effect when the brand protesters’ recessionary conditions are different. (a) The individual number of brand advocators and protesters; (b) the existence time of positive and negative OWOM.

Figure 9. Brand OWOM communication effect when the brand observers’ recessionary conditions are different. (a) The individual number of brand advocators and protesters; (b) the existence time of positive and negative OWOM.
In Figure 9, the brand observer’s recessionary index means that the willingness of brand observers to continue to accept brand information. When it is gradually reduced, there is no significant alteration in the number of brand advocates and brand protesters; heterogeneous OWOM effect has a lasting influence. There lacks noticeable regular change.

The experimental results display that the long-range patience of the brand’s wait-and-see attitude does not impact the spread of brand OWOM regularly.

6. Conclusions and Prospects

To explore the influence of heterogeneous brand OWOM on brand communication, we analyze the evolution process of the social media brand OWOM communication group in line with SOR theory. As a new virus, the brand negative OWOM is also integrated into the traditional viral marketing model, and the social network is profoundly analyzed. In the dynamic process of OWOM communication among consumers, we constructed the heterogeneous OWOM communication model of the brand network covering five types of brand OWOM communication groups and four sorts of group evolution coefficients. Based on the experience and actual data of existing brand marketing related simulation research, the simulation parameters were set, and the multi-agent-based simulation with six types of scenarios and 28 sets of sub-experiments was designed and implemented. The results offer the following strategies for brand enterprises to optimize social media brand promotion strategies. Reference value:

1) The brand satisfaction of online opinion leaders should be paid attention to. The persuasive ability of brand advocates and brand protesters influences the heterogeneous OWOM of brands in social media in a different way. However, opinion leaders like the influencer in social media often have strong influence and persuasiveness, so that they are easy to obtain consumers. The trust of brand companies can improve the satisfaction of opinion leaders on the brand in social media, thus enhancing their brand’s online reputation and promotion efficiency.

2) Pay attention to the control of negative OWOM communication. When potential consumers have lower brand and OWOM immunity, the perception of the brand is more affected by negative OWOM. What is worse, the negative OWOM information spreads more widely within the group. That is to say, when the consumer market has a high degree of acceptance of brand information, brand enterprises should focus more on controlling and intervening in the negative evaluation of OWOM, so as to avoid further deterioration of brand images in social media.

3) Maintaining the enthusiasm of brand advocates should be taken into account. Thanks to the spread enthusiasm of brand heterosexual OWOM communicators, the breadth and durability of brand heterogeneous OWOM communication are affected. The wait-and-see attitude of consumers’ patience and high level, however, cannot significantly affect the brand OWOM communication effect. Therefore, brand enterprises can identify the cycle of brand communication heat decline. By timely holding brand marketing promotion activities with various forms and enhancing brand loyal customer experience, corporations can thereby enhance the communication enthusiasm of brand advocates and the durability of brand OWOM communication.

The conclusion of this study confirms the viewpoints of the literature [5–7], but for the first time reveals the quantitative relationship among the acceptance index, wait-and-see index, immune index, recessionary index, and the OWOM communication effect through the method of viral marketing simulation based on SOR theoretical framework. Based on the conclusion of this study, it is suggested that brand enterprises should pay more attention to take three different strategies to deal with three groups: (1) For opinion leaders, enterprises should focus on improving their brand satisfaction and form a positive OWOM to inhibit the negative sound. (2) For the wait-and-see group and potential consumers, enterprises should maintain the popularity of the positive OWOM since the negative OWOM spreads fast in a neutral environment. (3) The negative OWOM must be held by strong public relations activities tactically and by steady improvement of products and services strategically.

Based on the multi-agent-based simulation research, the dynamic evolution law of brand heterogeneous OWOM effect in social media is reflected to a certain extent. However, the research
still has some drawbacks: (1) Model limitation. Real communication networks always have scale-free characteristics and high cluster coefficient. Due to the constraints of the model simplification, it is still using a random walk interact framework and fails to completely break the deviation between computer simulation and real situation. (2) Media channel simplification. In the future, the brand communication channel can be further expanded to the integrated media channel to explore the communication mechanism of a multi-channel brand reputation.
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